Distinctive
by design.

Countertop water
dispensing reimagined
B6 is all new. From the ground up. From
its sleeker aesthetics to future-proof digital
connectivity, and increased performance,
hygiene and sustainability benefits - B6
is the most advanced countertop water
dispenser to date. Borg & Overström have
redefined countertop water dispensing.
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Distinctive
by design.

Beauty in simplicity

Intelligent energy-efficiency

Minimalistic, understated and thoughtfully
considered, B6 stays true to Borg &
Overström’s founding principles of applying
striking aesthetics to inspire your every day.
The pared-back, premium look of the seamless
casing creates a calming contrast to the
complex technology that lies within.

B6 is consistently energy efficient, making it
both economical and eco-friendly. Not only
does it use energy-saving Dry Chill® - Borg &
Overström’s high-performance cooling technology
- it’s also fitted with an intelligent sensor which
sends the appliance into standby mode when
light levels are low, or after a period of inactivity.

Sustainability at the heart

Digital connectivity

B6 is built in the UK using proprietary subassemblies from nearshore suppliers, reducing
the supply-chain carbon footprint. Recyclable
components combined with solar-powered
manufacturing processes make B6 a highly
sustainable choice.

B6 meets the needs of the modern workplace
with industry-leading digital connectivity.
It is IoT-ready and comes with touchless
Bluetooth® operation as standard. An intelligent
troubleshooting module emits blinking code to
support users with effective maintenance.

Four-way versatility

Hygiene-assured sanity

B6 delivers instant purified chilled,
ambient, sparkling, and hot water creating more beverage possibilities
for your people while delivering a
high-capacity performance to match.

B6 is protected by Biomaster®. Antimicrobial
technology inherent to the front panel, dispense
area and the touch-sensitive console provides
long-lasting protection against the growth
of microbes, including bacteria and mould,
reducing the potential for cross-contamination.

Next-generation modularity

Advanced water purity

B6 bears the iconic hallmark of all nextgeneration Borg & Overström dispensers Maktens Borg. Its universally compatible
parts increase maintenance efficiency for
distributors and demonstrate a commitment
to outstanding reliability for all users.

B6 is available with the latest Viovandt®
LED-UV. Mercury-free, chemical-free, and
energy-efficient - LED-UV water purification
complements Borg & Overström’s already
comprehensive Totality® methodology for
complete peace of mind.
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Sustainable hydration
for a healthier planet

Water system

Configuration

Dry Chill®

Countertop

Water options
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Floorstanding

Silver - Countertop

Available finishes

Chilled

Ambient

Hot

Sparkling

Silver

Black - Countertop

Black

Silver - Floorstanding
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Black - Floorstanding

Additions for B6
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Biodegradable paper cups
Environmentally-friendly
disposable cups designed
to fit Borg & Overström cup
dispensers perfectly.

Personal drinking bottles
500ml capacity in black.
Comes with quick-release
leak-proof cap and
carry strap.

500ml glass bottles
Suitable for dishwashers and
bottlewashers. A perfect fit for
the B6. Stylish swing-top lid.

Alarmed Bluetooth® waste kit
This optional clever device
emits an audible alarm at high
water level and deactivates the
control panel via Bluetooth.

Install kit with 3M filter
Install appliances simply and
effectively in a wide range of
applications. Complete with
a 3M filter.

Sanitisation kit
Six monthly sanitising cycles
ensure appliances function at
the optimum hygiene levels.
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Deep Sparkle® CO² refills
Can be disposed via standard
steel recycling or general
waste. Requires CO² regulator
with gauge.

Totality® - Hygiene-assured refreshment
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Totality® is our assurance
that water dispensed from
a Borg & Overström water
dispenser is as safe as it is
refreshing. Water dispensers
with a six-star Totality® rating
deliver an exceptionally high
standard of hygiene.

Digital precision
The discreet digital touch
panel has an antimicrobial
coating for a reassuringly
clean experience. Chilled,
sparkling, or ambient water
can also be dispensed touchfree via the Bluetooth® app.

Advanced UV-led protection.
As an option, the B6 can
be fitted with Viovandt®, a
mercury-free, chemical-free
and energy-efficient LED-UV
water purification system.
For complete peace of mind,
it also includes additional
hygiene features via Borg
& Overström’s Totality®
methodology.

Sealed drinking water system.
Dry Chill® is the most hygienic
cooling process. No water is
stored within the system, which
greatly reduces the opportunity
for bacteria to become
established. Dry Chill® also
produces a larger volume of
lower temperature water due
to its faster recovery time.

Independently certified
anti-microbial, antipathogen
sanitising procedure.
All dispensers are sterilised
using Sterizen® sanitising
infusion. No other brand of
watercooler goes through this
process, which is why only
Borg & Overström appliances
are laboratory certified to be
99.999% bacteria reduced.

High-performing, easy
to fit carbon filters.
3M carbon filters provide the
highest level of water hygiene
security for your dispenser over
a longer period of time.
All Borg & Overström water
dispensers can be fitted with
3M carbon filters.
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B6 Specifications

Dispense options

Max power
consumption

Water
system

Black

Silver

Black
ECO-UV

Silver
ECO-UV

Countertop dimensions
W320xD400xH415mm

Chilled & Ambient

140W

Dry Chill®

739000

739010

739020

739030

Chilled, Sparkling & Ambient

200W

Dry Chill®

739120

739130

739140

739150

Chilled, Ambient & Hot

1500W

Dry Chill

739080

739090

739100

739110

Chilled, Sparkling, Ambient & Hot 1600W

Dry Chill

739160

739170

739180

739190

Floorstanding base cabinet

Black

Silver

External dimensions W320xD400xH910mm

720225

720230

Dispense height
290mm
Power requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 230-240
Water temperatures
Chilled 2°C/Hot 92°C
Throughput flow rate
50 (LPH) - Chilled & Sparkling
15 (LPH) - Hot
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Buchen Sie eine Vorführung:
Sprechen Sie mit einem Berater 0172 409 7423
oder besuchen Sie uns:
Aquaphin GmbH
Rederscheider Straße 55
53578 Windhagen
Telefon: 02645 972 9080
Fragen Sie auch nach unserer Feinfilterung für Wasserspender!
Diese Technik ist fast einmalig am Markt und liefert Ihnen perfektes äußerst
naturnahes Trinkwasser.

www.aquaphin.de
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